TP&C SEASONAL NEWSLETTER

Maintaining Balance & Beauty in Your Home & Office Life
Hey Folks,

AT A GLANCE:
Feeling guilty about
your kids watching too
much TV due to
quarantines &
homeschooling?

OR

Hit Mute
and Turn on Subtitles.

BOOM!!!

Now they are reading!!

Personal Message: Things
that Change & Things that
Stay the Same – Cover
Customer Spotlight: The
Marcus Family – Cover
The Tip-Line: Q & A Color
Palette Samples
- Pgs 2 & 3
Seasonal Deal-Pg 2
Thank You for the
Referrals! - Pg 2
Hello & Welcome to Our
Newest Customers! – Pg 3

Bon
Appétit
GLAZED PUMPKIN SUGAR COOKIES
INGREDIENTS

1/2 C SOFTENED BUTTER - 1/2 C VEGETABLE OIL
1/2 C PUMPKIN PUREE
1 C GRANULATED SUGAR - 1/2 C POWDERED SUGAR
1/2 TSP VANILLA - 2 LARGE EGGS
4 C ALL PURPOSE FLOUR - 1/4 TSP BAKING SODA
1/4 TSP CREAM OF TARTAR - 1/2 TSP SALT
1 TSP CINNAMON - 1/2 TSP NUTMEG
PINCH OF CLOVES

GLAZE INGREDIENTS:

Café: Autumn Harvest Punch
Mocktail/Cocktail & Glazed
Pumpkin Sugar Cookies –Pg 4
Funny Bones & Playground:

- Pg 4

Early Fall 2020 Edition
Created By & Provided Courtesy of
Taylor Painting &
Carpentry

We hope everyone is doing well under the unprecedented circumstances our country
and the world has been facing these past several months. We have been fortunate to
have all remained healthy and no one close to us has been ill. We hope you have had a
similar experience.
We had a spring newsletter in production in early March, and my wife and daughter
were gathering up recipe and activity ideas for Easter and the beginning of the outdoor
season. When everything started to unravel, they were disappointed they couldn’t share
the ideas they put together. Hopefully, they can use some of them next spring. It has
also been challenging to develop this newsletter the way we normally do because, well,
for one thing – there are not a lot of “events” for the bulletin board! Richelle especially
likes researching and posting family and community-oriented events in the area that
everyone can be on the look out for, and she like many others is frustrated by the lack
of things to do.
To that end, if any of you have any events coming up in the next few months (Dec –
March) that you would like us to advertise in our next newsletter, please feel free to let
us know the who/what/when’s of it all and we would certainly be glad to include it in
our next issue. Anything of interest to others in your area is welcome. Clearly, we are
kind of winging it here! This issue may be a little different than the others in content, but
hopefully soon things will be a little closer to normal.
We want to say thanks to everyone who has had us out to do work since Feb/March. We
were concerned about how this would affect business as we “sheltered in place” those
first couple weeks. But since then we have had so many calls and we feel extremely
lucky to have been working when so many did not have that chance. However, please
know that the health and welfare of our customers, family and crew remains our top
priority and we will continue to remain vigilant with safety precautions.
Finally, please help me in wishing my wife Richelle a happy 25th Anniversary! We
celebrated the big day on September 1st. We weren’t able to take that trip to Sedona or
the California Redwoods like we’d hoped (thanks a lot, Coronavirus), but we did spend a
few peaceful days in Lancaster County. Amazing how much there is to talk about when
you don’t have a bossy dog yelling at you 24/7! Other than that, we wish you a great
autumn, hope you enjoy the cooler weather to come, and please, stay safe.
Sincerely,
Tim

PINCH OF CLOVES - 3 C POWDERED SUGAR
4 TBS WATER - 1/4 TSP PUMPKIN PIE SPICE

INSTRUCTIONS:
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. line a baking sheet with parchment paper or silicone
baking mat and set aside.
In a large bowl, stir butter, oil, pumpkin, sugars, vanilla and eggs together until
incorporated and smooth.
Slowly mix in all dry ingredients until completely incorporated.
Scoop onto prepared baking sheet using 1.5 TBS scoop and flatten to 1/2 in thick
using the bottom of a glass.
If the dough is sticking to the glass, press the bottom of the glass in granulated
sugar before flattening. Bake 8-9 minutes.
While cookies bake, stir all ingredients together for glaze until smooth.
Once cookies are finished baking, cool 3 minutes on baking sheet before
transferring to cooling rack.
Spread 1.5 tsp glaze over each warm cookie. Let glaze harden 2-3 hrs before serving.
Recipe found on this great blog: https://laurenslatest.com/soft-glazed-pumpkin-sugar-cookies/

A big shout-out here to our customers The Marcus Family!!
Dave and Sandy always find at least two projects for us around the Marcus home, pretty
much every single year. Whether big or small, we always appreciate the work they provide
us and our crew and we really appreciate having you guys as TP & C customers. And getting
to spend time with our good buddy Jasper is always something to look forward to!
Thanks for everything you guys, you are the best!

Dave & Sandy Marcus!!

Q&A
QUESTION: Can I use colors in photos I like to create color palettes for painting different rooms in my house?

Q & A – Cont’d

ANSWER: Absolutely! One good example is on the Sherwin Williams’ website. Under Color Tools, you can choose “Color
Snap Visualizer”. We used their visualizer for the web (they also have iPhone and Android versions) and made a couple
examples.

You can even upload photos of rooms from your own home and then use colors from the palette you created to see what the colors
will look like in your rooms! We did not use that particular feature, but we did use some of the colors in our palettes to “paint”
sections of the rooms from the examples they gave us. We included examples of some of these as well so you can see the palettes
taken from the photos we chose and then see what some of the colors from those photos could look like when used in the example
rooms.

We downloaded some autumn-themed photos we liked from the Pixabay website, which allows you to use royalty-free
photos. One of the tools on the Color Snap Visualizer is to build your own color palette using a photo you upload from your
computer or phone. Below you will see 2 examples we show of photos we used – the leather gloves/coffee mug/woods
scene and the pumpkin/gourd/wooden crate still-life. Each time we uploaded a photo we were then given the option to
choose colors that we liked out of the photo to add to our palette (up to 8). Each time you click in the photo it will show you
which Sherwin Williams’ paint color matches that particular color in the photo. Each time you add a color to your palette,
you can also click on the color in the palette section below and get tons of information such as similar and complimentary
colors, and previews of what these colors could look like on room samples provided on the Sherwin Williams website.

Please keep in mind, especially when using photos of your own home, that this is really a rough idea of how this could look for you.
Even though some of the examples they give you do show rooms in day and night lighting, there are so many other factors that
determine what a color will look like. Ceiling heights, room size, what the walls are made from, trim size, types and amount of
natural and artificial lighting, what sheen is used (flat, satin, gloss, etc.), styles of furniture you put in the room and how much
furniture you use, and so on. All these things can make a huge difference. But this visualizer can be really helpful if say, you always
wondered what blue walls and black trim would look like, and now you can see that you maybe think it looks awesome or hideous!
At the very least it can help in the process of elimination of certain colors and combos, and it is a fun and creative way to spend an
afternoon!

THANK YOU FOR THE REFERRALS!

FALL/WINTER SPECIAL OFFERS:
Complimentary Window or Gutter Cleaning with any
Interior Painting or Exterior Painting Project. Free 1
Hour Color Consultation on any project over $2,500.
Offers not to be combined.
Completion Not to Extend Past 12/31/20
PLEASE MENTION COUPON WHEN SCHEDULING YOUR

FREE ESTIMATE. CALL TIM AT 610-220-0980

or Send Email to: taylorpainting@comcast.net

Much of the work at TP&C comes from satisfied customers telling
friends and family about us. Our recently reinstated customer
referral program works like this: When you refer someone to us
and it turns into a job, at the end of that job we will thank you with
a $100 gift card for your favorite restaurant/retail establishment,
donation to your favorite charity, or discount on future work! Your
choice!~
This month we would like to extend our thanks to Tom & Karen
Nathan for the Alex Burns referral, which was our biggest job of
the year so far! Not to mention Karen always finds plenty of
projects for us around the Nathan house as well! Thanks for having
the kind of faith in our work that allows you to feel comfortable
giving our name to a good neighbor or friends/family members!

Hello & Welcome to Our Newest Customers!
We would like to extend a warm welcome to our newest customers & welcome back to anyone
we haven’t seen in a while: Constance Alburger, Chris & Tristin Baggetta, Brian & Beverley Boyle,
Davis Clark, Brent Curly & Morgan Dill, Matt & Michelle Duminiak, Linda Leonard, Eric & Shuana
Lorenzon, Brigitta Mueller, Lori Nadeau, Joe & Barbara Weber, Deron & Kacy Whitmer, Pete &
Carmen Williams, and David & Rhonda Zlotowski!!
Thank you for putting your trust in our company and giving us the opportunity to prove our
worth to you as we help you make improvements to your homes & businesses. Our goal is to
make you “repeat for life” customers, so please let us know how we’re doing!!

